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SUBMISSION ON THE PROPOSED WHANGAREI DISTRICT PLAN CHANGE 2019 BY 
LEGEND INVESTORS LTD 

TO: Whangarei District Council 

Private Bag 9023 

Whangarei 0148 

FROM: Legend Investors Ltd Attn: Larry Chi 

6 Killybegs Drive 

Pinehill, Auckland 0632 

LEGEND INVESTORS LTD at the address for service set out below makes the following 

submission on the Proposed Whangarei District Plan Change 2019. 

PID Legal Description Address 

162898 Lot 2 DP 456678 45 Hospital Road, Maunu 

Legend Investors Ltd does not consider it can gain an advantage in trade competition through 

this submission. In any event, Legend Investors Ltd is directly affected by an effect of the 

subject matter of the submission that:  

• Adversely affects the environment; and

• Does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

This submission letter provides an overview of the matters of interest to Legend Investors Ltd, 

with Attachment A providing the detail of the properties to which this submission relates.  

Background 

1. The urban plan changes propose to replace the existing operative zones in the Urban

Area of the Whangarei District with new zones to provide for a range of living and

commercial and industrial activities that are important to community wellbeing and

identity.

Current Operative 
Zoning 

Current Proposed Zoning Relief Sought – Proposed 
rezoning 

Living 1 zone Hospital zone High-Density Residential zone 
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2. The site has an operative urban zoning (Living 1) and therefore meets option (a) within 

the identified scope of the legal notice of the proposed urban plan changes.  

3. This submission focuses on the Plan Change 148 – Strategic Direction and Subdivision 

(PC148), to Plan Change 145 – Hospital Zone (PC145) and to Plan Change 88I – Living 

Zones (PC88I) as well as the notified Consequential Changes and Definitions chapter.   

Scope of Submission 

4. The submission relates to the Proposed District Plan Change as a whole. 

Site Context 

5. The site is located on the south side of Hospital Road, and is generally flat with grass 

cover and established trees. There are four existing, lawfully established buildings on 

the site. The site is bounded by hospital support buildings on the eastern side, and 

Hospital Road on the northern boundary with the primary hospital buildings located on 

the north side of Hospital Road.  

6. Map showing extent of the site. 
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The specific provisions of the plan change that this submission relates to are: 

PC148 

7. PC148 seeks to provide consolidated growth and development in appropriate locations 

which can support it. This chapter provides an overview of the growth strategy for the 

Whangarei and Marsden/Ruakaka areas.  

PC88I 

8. PC88I seeks to review and update zoning and provisions pertaining to residential land. 

Three new zones are proposed: the Residential Zone (RES), the Medium-Density 

Residential Zone (MDR) and the High-Density Residential Zone (HDR) to replace the 

existing Living 1 – 3 Environments and the Kamo Walkability Environment in the 

Operative Whangarei District Plan (WDP). This submission seeks to extend the 

mapped High-Density Residential Zone to include the site. Failing this, we seek to 

extend the mapped Medium-Density Residential Zone to include the site.  

PC145 

9. PC145 seeks to introduce a new zone into the operative Whangarei District Plan 

(WDP), the Special Purpose Hospital Zone (SPH). The new SPH zone is being 

introduced to align the WDP with the proposed National Planning Standards. This 

submission supports the introduction of the SPH in principal, although seeks 

amendments to the extent of the mapped zoning to exclude the site from this mapped 

zoning.  

10. This submission seeks amendment to the specific provisions listed above. 

The Legend Investors Ltd Submission is: 

11. Legend Investors Ltd opposes the Proposed District Plan Changes, for the reasons set 

out below. 

12. Provided that the relief sought below and attached is granted: 

(a) The Proposed District Plan Changes will be in accordance with the purpose and 

principles of the Resource Management Act 1991 (“the Act”) and will be 

appropriate in terms of section 32 of the Act; and 

(b) The potential adverse effects that might arise from activities allowed by the 

Proposed District Plan Change will have been addressed appropriately.  
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13. In the absence of the relief sought, the Proposed District Plan Changes: 

(a) Are contrary to the sustainable management of natural and physical resources 

and is otherwise inconsistent with Part 2 of the Act; 

(b) Will in those circumstances impact significantly and adversely on the ability of 

people and communities to provide for their social, economic and cultural 

wellbeing.  

14. In particular, but without limiting the generality of the above: 

15. The current proposed SPH zoning does not recognise that the site is held in private 

ownership, is separate from the adjacent hospital complex, and is currently used for 

residential purposes.  

16. The provisions provided for in the SPH zoning which support the operational 

requirements of the hospital are not applicable to the site due to the current and future 

use of the site for residential purposes.  

17. The site has a current operative residential zoning, and this submission supports the 

continuation of residential zoning with the view that HDR zoning is the most appropriate 

residential zone to apply. Should Council disagree that HDR zoning is the most 

appropriate residential zone to apply, this submission supports the re-zoning to MDR 

zoning.  

The reasons for this submission are: 

PC148 

18. Paragraph 64 of the s32 report for PC148 (p.17) states that “the [Strategic Direction] 

chapter seeks to achieve consolidation of growth and development in and around the 

[urban area], and integrate the provision of infrastructure with zoning decisions, 

consistent with the direction of 30/50” (Whangarei District Growth Strategy – 

Sustainable Futures 30/50). This is a central theme which traverses the entire plan 

change package with a focus on the consolidation of growth and development. This is 

important for the site as the proposed rezoning to HDR is consistent with the 

consolidation of growth in the area and supported by the existing infrastructure.  

19. SD-P31(2)(c) identifies the need for any HDR zoning to be feasible. The definition of 

feasible capacity in the notified Whangarei Growth Strategy is “if the profit made is over 

20 percent, then the development is considered feasible.” Due to the lack of building 
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constraints related to the site, it is reasonable to conclude that a 20 percent profit will 

be achievable. Therefore, the HDR zoning is feasible for the site.  

PC145 

20. Paragraph 19 of the s32 report for PC145 states that “it is important that this land 

[zoned SPH zone] is primarily used for the provision of current and future hospital 

activities.”  This does not align with the current and future land use of the site, which is 

residential in nature. SPH zone specifically discourages residential activities within this 

zone, and consequently continuing with the current proposed zoning would result in 

dishonest zoning of the site.  

21. Paragraph 78 of the s32 report for PC145 states that the mapped extent of the SPH 

zone “covers the land owned by the DHB and considered to be “Hospital land” and 

includes a small parcel of land (LOT 1 DP 456678) on the southern side of Hospital 

Road. The DHB has confirmed that they own and administer this block of land for 

hospital purposes, and it has therefore been included within the proposed SPH Zone 

boundaries.”  

22. Paragraph 94 of the s32 report for PC145 states that “Option 2 [the proposed SPH 

zoning] will provide adequate land supply for the on-going operation, growth and 

development of the Hospital in accordance with the land that the DHB currently owns 

and administers for hospital purposes.” 

23. The site is in private ownership and is not currently owned by the DHB. A copy of the 

record of title is attached to this submission to prove private ownership (Appendix B). 

Therefore, it is contended that the SPH zoning of this site is likely a mapping error as 

it does not fit within the stated extent of the proposed zone. 

PC88I 

24. Paragraph 22 of the s32 report for PC88I states that “the proposed primary Living 

Zones seek to provide a more targeted and direct policy direction. The proposed 

primary Living Zones maintain a gradation approach to the density of development 

enabled based on historic zoning and development patterns, but also a future-focussed 

approach to promoting urban intensification in appropriate locations.” The proposed 

HDR zoning is supported by this statement as the site represents an appropriate 

location for urban intensification. 
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TABLE 6: PROPOSED HIGH-DENSITY RESIDENTIAL ZONE ZONING CRITERIA 
Criteria Comment about appropriateness in relation to the site 
Are contiguous with Living 

Zones in Whangarei City 

and Marsden 

Point/Ruakaka 

The site is located in Whangarei City and is currently zoned 

Living 1 in the operative District Plan. Therefore, the site is 

consistent with this criterion.  

Are not identified as 

hazard prone 

The site does not have a high risk of mapped instability. While 

it does have a moderate risk of mapped instability, this can be 

mitigated through appropriate engineering mechanisms at the 

time of building. The site is also outside the mapped flood 

hazard layer. Therefore, the site is consistent with this 

criterion.  

Do not comprise 

Outstanding Natural 

Landscapes or Features or 

significant indigenous 

vegetation 

The site does not contain any identified Outstanding Natural 

Landscapes or Features or significant indigenous vegetation. 

Therefore, the site is consistent with this criterion.  

Will not materially increase 

the potential for reverse 

sensitivity effects 

Zoning the site HDR will not materially increase the potential 

for reverse sensitivity effects due to the proximity to the 

hospital complex. HDR is a more compatible zone to transition 

between the SPH and the MDR zone and will reduce the 

reverse sensitivity effects between the hospital and wider 

residential activities. Therefore, the site is consistent with this 

criterion.  

Sufficient infrastructure to 

accommodate high density 

development 

There are sufficient infrastructure provisions located along 

Hospital Road to accommodate the proposed development 

density. Therefore, this site is consistent with this criterion.  

Do not comprise highly 

versatile soils 

The proposed rezoning of the site to HDR will not comprise 

highly versatile soils to a greater extent than any other 

residential zoning. Therefore, the site is consistent with this 

criterion.  

Are in proximity to 

commercial centres and 

public/active transport 

routes 

The hospital provides a nexus for public transport routes, and 

represents a key infrastructure component to the Whangarei 

traffic network. The hospital complex also accommodates 

many shops and eateries to support the high number of 

visitors, workers and patients. Therefore, this site is consistent 

with this criterion. 
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TABLE 9: S32 ASSESSMENT OF PROPOSED HDR OBJECTIVES 
Proposed HDR 
Objectives 

Comment about appropriateness in relation to the site 

HDR-O1 –Density 

Subdivision and 

development are 

consistent with the 

planned high- density built 

environment and are 

compatible with the 

amenity levels of high 

density residential 

development. 

The site is compatible with high density as it is adjacent to the 

hospital complex which also has a high level of density. The 

site is low in the valley and will not reduce the amenity levels 

of the surrounding MDR on the hills through the increased high 

provisions due to this topography. The site is walkable from 

the hospital complex and the nearby Maunu Road shops. 

Therefore, the site meets this proposed HDR objective.  

HDR-O2 – Housing 

Capacity Increase housing 

capacity, intensity and 

variety. 

The change in zoning from SPH to HDR will allow for an 

increase in housing capacity to occur. Due to the high number 

of staff and visitors to the adjacent hospital complex, there is 

a high demand for high-density low maintenance housing in 

this location. Paragraph 102 in the SPH zone s32 report states 

that a “review of other District Plans around the country and 

feedback from DHB representatives highlighted the need to 

provide for visitor accommodation ancillary to the hospital.” It 

is clear from this statement that enabling HDR on land 

adjacent to the SPH provides necessary housing capacity to 

meet the needs of the hospital complex. Therefore, the site 

meets this proposed HDR objective. 

HDR-O3 – Amenity 

Subdivision and 

development provide 

quality residential amenity 

for residents, adjoining 

sites and the street while 

acknowledging the 

potential for reduced on-

site amenity due to 

In table 9 (pages 11/12) of the s32 report, it is acknowledged 

that HDR provides for lower amenity values than other living 

zones due to the plan enabled density. This lower amenity 

value is compatible with the site due to the proximity to the 

hospital which also limits amenity values for this location. The 

HDR zone provides a higher level of amenity than the SPH 

zone, and consequently represents a useful transition zone 

between SPH and MDR. Therefore, the site meets this 

proposed HDR objective. 
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increased building scale 

and density. 

HDR-O4 – Non-

Residential Activities 

Residential activities 

remain the dominant 

activity in HDR and any 

non-residential activities 

are compatible with 

residential amenity. 

The zoning from SPH to HDR will allow for increased 

availability of accommodation to support the high number of 

staff and visitors which travel to the hospital complex daily. The 

current use of the site is residential, and this use is proposed 

to continue with the relief sought in this submission.  

Therefore, the site meets this proposed HDR objective. 

 

25. Legend Investors Ltd seeks amendments to Proposed Whangarei District Plan 

Changes which are set out in further detail in this submission and set out in: 

(a) Attachment A – detail of mapped zoning; 

Relief Sought 

26. The primary relief sought is the re-zoning of the site from SPH zone to HDR zone. 

27. If this relief is not amenable to Council, the relief sought is the re-zoning of the site from 

SPH to MDR zone. The reasons for re-zoning to MDR are identified below.  

28. Such further or other relief, or other consequential or other amendments, as are 

considered appropriate and necessary to address the concerns set out herein. 

Conclusion 

29. The site has a current residential zoning (Living 1), and is used for residential purposes. 

This submission proposes to continue with a residential zoning (preferably HDR, but 

MDR if Council are not amenable to HDR). The current proposed zoning is SPH which 

is not appropriate as the site is not part of the hospital complex, and is in private 

ownership. SPH zoning does not provide for residential land use which would result in 

dishonest zoning of the site.  

30. HDR is the most compatible residential zoning for the site due to the proximity of the 

site to commercial services available in the hospital, and the transition boundary that 

this would provide between the SPH zone and the MDR zone. The s32 report for the 

SPH zone highlights the number of staff and visitors which frequent the hospital 
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complex and this housing capacity demand would be better supported by HDR zoning 

adjacent to the SPH zone. 

31. Legend Investors Ltd does not consider it can gain an advantage in trade competition 

through this submission.  

32. Legend Investors Ltd wishes to be heard in support of this submission. 

33. If others make a similar submission, Legend Investors Ltd would be willing to consider 

presenting a joint case with them at hearing.  

Dated this 2nd day of July 2019 

Legend Investors Ltd by its duly 

authorised agents Lands and Survey Ltd 

 _____________________________ 
         Blair Masefield 

ADDRESS FOR SERVICE:  

Lands and Survey Ltd 

Attn: Blair Masefield 

164 Bank Street, Whangarei 0112 

0226392165 

blair@landsandsurvey.co.nz  
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Proposed Zone Map   
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Record of Title  
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To:     Policy Department – Attention: Policy and Monitoring Department 

Whangarei District Council 

Private Bag 9023 

Whangarei 0148 

Email: mailroom@wdc.govt.nz 

RE: Submission on ‘Urban Plan Changes’ including PC 144 ‘Port Zone’ PC 109, 115, 136, 144, 

147 and 148 

1. Details of persons making submission

Northport Ltd (‘Northport’)

Ref. 15101.blh

C/- Reyburn and Bryant

Attention: Brett Hood

PO Box 191

WHANGAREI

2. General Statement

Northport cannot gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission. They are

directly affected by the plan change. The effects are not related to trade competition.

3. Background and Context

Northport Ltd is the port owner and operating company for the multi-purpose cargo port at

Marsden Point (Northport).

Northport is significant in the region, and nationally, because of its commercial,

transportation and infrastructure functions.

The importance of ports is specifically recognised in Policy 9 of the New Zealand Coastal

Policy Statement (‘NZCPS’) by:

(a) ensuring that development in the coastal environment does not adversely affect the

efficient and safe operation of these ports, or their connections with other transport

modes; and

(b) considering where, how and when to provide in regional policy statements and in plans

for the efficient and safe operation of these ports, the development of their capacity for

shipping, and their connections with other transport modes.

Submission #132
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Northport, including the adjoining land used for the movement and storage of cargo, is 

identified as Regionally Significant Infrastructure in Appendix 3 of the Regional Policy 

Statement for Northland (‘RPS’). Regionally Significant Infrastructure is given elevated 

importance in the RPS, including objectives and policies that require specific weight to be 

given to the benefits of regionally significant infrastructure, any constraints that limit the 

design and location of the infrastructure, and whether the activity must be provided for by a 

national policy statement1 when considering applications for resource consent and plan 

changes. 

Northport is in the early stages of developing plans to expand the port, with a view to 

providing for anticipated freight demand and securing the long-term future growth for the 

region and to support Auckland’s growth. More information on the vision for growth of 

Northport can be found at www.vision4growth.co.nz. 

4.  The specific provisions of the Plan Change that this submission relates to are: 

All the provisions being introduced under the urban plan changes (including PC144 ‘Port 

Zone’, PC148 ‘Strategic Direction’, PC82A ‘Signs’, and PC82B ‘Lighting’.  

5.  Key submission points and relief sought: 

General Statement  

(1) While Northport is generally comfortable with the proposed Port Zone provisions under 

PC 144 (subject to the amendments requested in this submission) they are concerned 

about the complex and prescriptive nature of the provisions currently being introduced 

with the other plan changes. Northport considers that the myriad of other plan changes 

are too prescriptive, onerous, and difficult to understand, and that they will have 

adverse implications for business across the district (including the port). The following 

submission attempts to comment on some of the provisions in other chapters for 

completeness and to assist with the issues facing the district. However, Northport seeks 

the Port Zone be exempt from all these other plan changes.   

Definition of ‘Port Activities’ 

(2) A definition for ‘Port Activities’ is proposed in association with PC88. The proposed 

definition is generally supported by Northport, subject to the following requested 

amendments, and subject to the outcome of other relief sought in this submission. It is 

                                            
1 Ports are provided for under Policy 9 of the NZCPS. 
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accepted that the activities covered by the proposed amendments probably fall within 

the definition of ancillary port activities (which are permitted), but they are proposed for 

inclusion in the definition for the avoidance of any doubt.    

Port Activities means the use of land and/or building within the Port Zone for port related activities, including; but not 

limited to:  

a) Cargo handling, including the loading, unloading, storage, processing and transit of cargo;  

b) Debarking;  

c) Fumigation;  

d) Transport, storage and goods handling activities;  

e) Maritime passenger handling/services; 

f) Construction, maintenance and repair of port operations and facilities;  

g) Port and ancillary port activities, including administration;  

h) Refuelling/fuel handing facilities;  

i) Activities associated with surface navigation, berthing;  

j) Maintenance or repair of a reclamation or drainage system;  

k) Marine and port accessory structures and services; 

l) Repair and maintenance services and facilities ancillary to Port Activities. 

m) Waste management facilities for quarantine purposes.   

n) Ship repair, maintenance and associated facilities and activities.  

o ) General Marine industry and related activities 

p) Any business or activity that relies on the port to be able to undertake its business or operation. 

SPPO-R2 ‘Port Activities’, SPPO-R3 ‘Ancillary Activities to Port Activities’ and ‘SPPO-R4 

Helicopter Facilities’ 

(3) The proposal for these activities to be permitted activities is supported.   

SPPO-R5 ‘Building Height’ 

(4)  SPPO-R5(3) limits the maximum crane height in Port Management Area A to 85m. 

Northport submits that the cranes recently established at the Ports of Auckland have a 

boom height of 110m above ground level. Northport would therefore like to see the 

threshold increased from 85m to 110m in line with similar port infrastructure 

currently being utilised. 

(5)  SPPO-R5(4) limits the maximum height for containers in Port Management Area A to 

30m. However, the maximum height for containers in Port Management Area B is 
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20m. Northport requests that the maximum height for containers in Port 

Management Area B be increased to 30m to align with the equivalent standard in Port 

Management Area A. 

SPPO-R10 ‘Seafarers Mission and Manager’s Accommodation’ 

(6)   SPPO-R10 provides for the seafarers mission and manager’s accommodation as a 

restricted discretionary activity. This is an existing activity at Northport which is 

compatible with Northport operations. Northport is conscious of reverse sensitivity 

effects but considers that it can adequately manage effects as they relate to the 

seafarers mission. The costs and time associated with a resource consent application 

for this activity are unnecessary. Northport requests that the seafarers mission be 

provided for as a permitted activity. 

SPPO-R12 ‘Repair and Maintenance Services’ 

(7)   SPPO-R12 proposes that ‘Repair and Maintenance Services’ be a non-complying 

activity in Port Management Area A. Northport supports this subject to the proposed 

amendments to the definition of ‘Port Activities’ requested in 5.1.1 of this submission.     

SPPO-R13 ‘Marine Industry’ 

(8)  SPPO-R12 proposes that ‘Marine Industry’ be a non-complying activity in Port 

Management Area A. Northport supports this subject to the proposed amendments to 

the definition of ‘Port Activities’ requested in 5.1.1 of this submission.  

SPPO-R15 ‘General Industry’ 

(9)  SPPO-R15 proposes that ‘General Industry’ be a non-complying activity in Port 

Management Area A. Northport supports this subject to the proposed amendments to 

the definition of ‘Port Activities’ requested in 5.1.1 of this submission.  

SPPO-R18 ‘Commercial Activities’ 

(10)  SPPO-R18 proposes that ‘Commercial Activities’ be a non-complying activity in Port 

Management Area A. Northport supports this subject to the proposed amendments to 

the definition of ‘Port Activities’ requested in 5.1.1 of this submission. 
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(11)  Northport requests that consideration be given to providing for commercial activities 

targeted at maritime passengers within Port Management Area B (eg tourism type 

activities such as cultural experiences).       

SPPO-R19 ‘Waste Management Activities’  

(12)  SPPO-R19 proposes that ‘Waste Management Activities’ be a non-complying activity in 

Port Management Area A. Northport supports this subject to the proposed 

amendment to the definition of ‘Port Activities’ requested in 5.1.1 of this submission.    

Noise and Vibration rules (NAV) 

(13)  PC88 proposes consequential changes to the Noise and Vibration (NAV) chapter of the 

Operative Whangarei District Plan.  

National Planning Standards 

(14) Chapter 15 of the National Planning Standards (NPS) is titled ‘Noise and vibration 

Metrics Standard’. It requires the application of New Zealand Standard 6809:1999 

Acoustics – Port noise management and land use planning. The ‘Port Noise Standard’ 

(as it is commonly known) is already in use by many other New Zealand Ports.  

(15) Northport understands that PC88 must refer to NZS 6809, including the measurement 

and assessment methods therein, but there is some discretion on the application of 

the recommended noise limits imposed.  

(16) The objective of NZS 6809 is to ensure the long-term compatibility of ports and their 

neighbours by the application of appropriate land use planning techniques. The 

Standard recognises the need for ports to operate in an effective manner and provides 

guidelines to ensure that the adjacent residential communities can co-exist with ports 

and their associated activities. 

(17) The Standard uses the concept of Inner and Outer Control Boundaries which it 

recommends be incorporated onto planning maps in the District Plan. Each boundary 

has an associated range of permitted and conditional activities. Furthermore, port 

companies and port users should implement management plans to manage and 

monitor noise from their operations, with the aim of progressively reducing noise 

levels wherever practicable.  
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(18) The Inner and Outer Control Boundaries are based around an acoustic parameter 

called the Day/Night Level or Ldn and measured in dBA. This parameter is essentially 

the energy average sound level calculated over a 24-hour period. Night-time noise is 

weighted by adding 10 decibels to reflect the greater sensitivity to noise at night. For 

NZS6809, the Inner and Outer Control Boundaries equate to a predicted noise level 

over a 5-day period of 65 dBA Ldn and 55 dBA Ldn respectively.  

(19) The control boundaries are derived from the noise contours for the predicted peak 

operations period in the lifetime of the District Plan, which is typically 10-15 years in 

the future. In this case, aligning with the ports vision for growth (vision for growth of 

Northport can be found at www.vision4growth.co.nz). The control boundaries are 

inclusive, following cadastral boundaries. 

(20) Northport has engaged acoustic experts to prepare a port noise model in accordance 

with the requirements of the Port Noise Standard.  This work is progressing in parallel 

with this submission and will inform subsequent engagement. 

Noise standards 

(21) The NPS requires that port noise is measured and assessed in accordance with New 

Zealand Standard NZS6809:1999 “Acoustics: Port Noise Management and Land Use 

Planning”. 

(22) For existing ports, NZS 6809: 1999 recommends the noise limits in the Table below. 

Note that daytime is defined as 0700 – 2200 on any day, and night-time is defined as 

2200 – 0700 the following day. 

Location Day-night (Long term) Night-time (Short term) 

At any point on land at, or beyond, the 

inner control boundary 

65 dB Ldn (5 days) 

68 dB Ldn (1 day) 

60 dB LAeq (9 hrs) 

65 dB LAeq (15 min) 

85 dB LAFmax 

(23)  These standards will need to replace the standards in the table under NAV.6.1.  

Sound Insulation Requirements 

(24) The Rural Village Residential zone land at Reotahi was recently “up-zoned” from a 

2,000m² density to a 500m² density as part of the now operative Plan Change 85-87. 

This introduces the potential for additional dwellings within an area that is subject to 

port and refinery related noise. In order to manage potential reverse sensitivity effects 

from future dwellings at Reotahi and at One Tree Point, Northport requests that a new 
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sound insultation requirement be added to NAV.6.5, applicable to the Port Noise 

Management Area (PNMA). The exact location of the PNMA is subject to ongoing 

noise modelling work and will be determined through this process. A plan showing the 

properties likely to be affected by this rule is attached.  

(25) Under PC88, NAV.6.5(1) is proposed to be worded as follows: 

 

(26) Northport requests that the ‘Port Noise Management Area’ (PNMA) be added to the 

list of zones/areas under NAV.6.5(1), and to the table below it.  

(27) The proposed PNMA is consistent with the existing NAV objective NAV.3(2) and policy 

NAV.4(2), both of which relate to avoiding reverse sensitivity effects.  Furthermore, 

sound insulation rules will assist in the long-term sustainability of existing and future 

port operations. 

PC148 ‘Strategic Direction’  

(28) PC148 contains several objectives and policies relevant to Regionally Significant 

Infrastructure (RSI).2 These provisions are designed to give effect to the relevant RSI 

provisions in the RPS.  Northport is generally supportive of these provisions subject to 

the following amendments (shown in tracked changes):  

                                            
2 SD-O22, SD-O23, SDP-15, SD-P16, SD-P17 
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Zoning mix and housing affordability  

(29) Northport understands that the zoning mix under PC88 has been formulated in 

accordance with the requirements of the National Policy Statement on Urban 

Development Capacity (2016) (the ‘NPS’), including Policies PA1 and PC1 which are: 
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(30) Northport also understands that in determining the appropriate mix of residential, 

commercial and industrial zones to meet the requirements of the NPS, the Council has 

done this on a district wide basis with the assistance of a computer model developed 

for that purpose. Accordingly, it is understood that the One Tree Point/Marsden 

Point/Ruakaka area has not been considered separately from the remainder of the 

district. 

(31) The district wide approach to achieving compliance with the requirements of the NPS, 

while understandable in the context of the minimum requirements of the NPS, could 

have significant implications for the One Tree Point/Marsden Point/Ruakaka area over 

the next 10 years, particularly in respect to housing affordability and general social 

well-being. 

(32) The various industrial activities located at Marsden Point (including Northport) are 

significant employers in the context of the Whangarei District. Much of the workforce 

makes the 30-minute (35 km) commute between Whangarei and Marsden Point each 

day. There is also potential for significant expansion of existing industrial activities, 

and new activities, further increasing the workforce in the Marsden Point area. 

(33) Industry leaders and Iwi have identified a significant problem with housing 

affordability in the area. The residential zoned land in the area is held by a small 

number of developers, and it is pitched at the top end of the market (due in part to its 

location near the coast and/or waterways, and to the cost of installing reticulated 

infrastructure and associated development contributions).   

(34)  The affordability issue is partly a result of the cost of house construction, but also the 

cost of developing land for the market. Construction costs cannot be addressed 

through District Plan means. However, the supply of affordable land can be enabled 

through land use planning. 

(35)  Northport requests that PC 88 include additional residential land in the Marsden 

Point/One Tree Point area. Recognising the infrastructure capacity constraints and 
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costs, the land could be located in a Medium Residential Zone “Precinct” that enables 

development serviced by on-site communal wastewater systems. In order to future 

proof development in this zone, the precinct provisions would need to be designed in 

such a way that they can be retrofitted with additional residential development in the 

future when reticulated wastewater infrastructure is available. Such a precinct would 

enable the creation of smaller lots, without the costs associated with reticulated 

infrastructure, while future proofing long-term residential development. This increase 

in the supply of affordable residential land (enabling workers to work, live and play in 

the area) will assist in reducing the number of persons commuting between Marsden 

Point and Whangarei each day. 

General 

6. Northport wish the Whangarei District Council to address the above issues by: 

(1) Retaining the Port Zone; and   

(2) Amending the Port Zone provisions as requested; and 

(3) Amending the NAV provisions as requested, including the introduction of a Port 

Noise Management Area with associated provisions; and 

(4) Providing for the existing and future housing needs of the Marsden Point in the 

Marsden Point/Ruakaka/One Tree Point area, and implementing measures to 

address concerns around housing affordability; and 

(5) Exempting the Port Zone from compliance with the other urban plan changes; 

and 

(6) While not derogating from the submission points above, Northport is open to 

alternative relief with similar effect, where that relief is consistent with Part 2 of 

the RMA, the NZCPS, the Regional Policy Statement for Northland, and other 

national, regional, and district planning documents.  

 7.  Northport wishes to be heard in support of this submission.   
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___________________ 

Brett Hood 

Planning Consultant  

On behalf of Northport Ltd  

 

Dated this 3 day of July 2019.   

 

Attachments: 1. Port Noise Management Area 
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I could/could not **gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission 
I am/am not** directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of the submission that: 
a adversely affects the environment; and 
b does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition 
 Delete the entire paragraph if you could not gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission
** Select one 
The specific provisions of the Plan Change that my submission relates to are  

 

Form 5 - Submission on a change proposed to 

the District Plan 

District Plan Changes: Urban and Services 

All correspondence to the District Plan Department 
Submissions must be received by: 03 July 2019 

Full name   
Please print clearly 

Postal address   

Telephone no  

Email  

James David Percy
41 Puriri Park Road, Maunu, Whangarei, 0110

09 438 9610
jpercy28@gmail.com

Plan change 88I (Living Zones) and Plan Change 115 (Open Space Zones)

Submission #133 



I support/oppose/seek amendment to the specific provision listed above. (delete what’s not 
applicable) 

My submission is 
 

 
 

 
 

 

My reasons are (attach additional pages if required) 

I do not agree with the intent to increase housing density in the Medium Density Residential Zone.

I do not agree to the multi-unit development for the Medium Density Zone, nor to increase housing
density in proximity to local or neighbourhood commercial zones.

Increased housing density should take place in the proposed High Density Residential Zone or other
areas specifically zoned for this type of development.

The Medium Density Residential Zone should remain a low/medium density residential area.



State the decision you wish Council to make to ensure the issues you raise can be dealt with 
(i.e. give precise details of what you would like included or deleted from the plan)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I w ish to be heard in support of my submission  Yes  No
If others make a similar submission, I w ill consider presenting a joint case w ith them at a hearing. 

 Yes  No

Signature of submitter or authorised agent Date 
A signature is not required if you make your submission by electronic 
means 

Note to person making submission - If you are making a submission to the Environmental Protection Authority, 
you should use form 16B. If you are a person who could gain an advantage in trade competition through the 
submission, your right to make a submission may be limited by clause 6 (4) of Part 1 of Schedule of the 
Resource Management Act 1991. 
Please note that your submission (or part of your submission) may be struck out if the authority is satisfied that at 
least 1 of the following applies to the submission (or part of the submission): 

• it is frivolous or vexatious:
• it discloses no reasonable or relevant case:
• it would be an abuse of the hearing process to allow the submission (or the part) to be taken further:
• it contains offensive language:
• it is supported only by material that purports to be independent expert evidence, but has been prepared by

a person who is not independent or who does not have sufficient specialised knowledge or skill to give
expert advice on the matter.

Privacy Note - Clause 6 of Schedule 1 to the Resource Management Act 1991 (the Act) requires that 
submissions on a proposed Plan Change be made in the prescribed form (Form 5 Resource Management 
(Forms, Fees, and Procedure) Regulations 2003). Personal information including the name of the submitter and 
contact details must be supplied. Besides our staff, we share this information with other submitters and the public 
in order to facilitate the Plan Change process. Providing some information is optional, however, if you choose not 
to enter information required by the form, your submission may be considered invalid.  

You have the right to ask for a copy of any personal information we hold about you, and to ask for it to be 
corrected if you think it is wrong. If you’d like to ask for a copy of your information, or to have it corrected, please 
contact us at mailroom@wdc.govt.nz, or 09 430 4200, or Whangarei District Council, Private Bag 9023, 
Whangarei 0148. 

*Objective MDR-02-Housing Variety. Remove.
*Rule MDR-R20-Multi Unit Development. This rule should be removed for Medium Density Residential

*Policy MDR-P12-Density. Only to minor residential units.
*Rule MDR-R13-Principal Residential Unit. Keep the minimum lot size at 500m2.

67-87 Puriri Park Road be zoned Open Space on the Planning Maps.
*Plan Change 115-Open Space Zone. I request that the area of Puriri Park in Maunu compromising

*Rule SUB-R5-Subdivision in the Medium Density Residential and Neighbourhood Commercial Zone.
The minimum lot size should remain at 500m2.

02/07/2019



I could/could not **gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission 
I am/am not** directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of the submission that: 
a adversely affects the environment; and 
b does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition 
 Delete the entire paragraph if you could not gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission
** Select one 
The specific provisions of the Plan Change that my submission relates to are  

 

Form 5 - Submission on a change proposed to 

the District Plan 

District Plan Changes: Urban and Services 

All correspondence to the District Plan Department 
Submissions must be received by: 03 July 2019 

Full name   
Please print clearly 

Postal address   

Telephone no  

Email  

29A Tui Crescent, Maunu, Whangarei, 0110
Steven Thomas Percy

021 222 1990
steventpercy@gmail.com

 Plan change 88I (Living Zones) and Plan Change 115 (Open Space Zones)

Submission #134 



 

I support/oppose/seek amendment to the specific provision listed above. (delete what’s not 
applicable) 

My submission is 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

My reasons are (attach additional pages if required) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I do not agree with the intent to increase housing density in the Medium Density Residential Zone. 

I do not agree to the multi-unit development for the Medium Density Zone, nor to increase housing
density in proximity to local or neighbourhood commercial zones. 

The Medium Density Residential Zone should remain a low/medium density residential area.

Increased housing density should take place in the proposed High Density Residential Zone or other 
areas specifically zoned for this type of development.



 

State the decision you wish Council to make to ensure the issues you raise can be dealt with 
(i.e. give precise details of what you would like included or deleted from the plan)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I w ish to be heard in support of my submission  Yes  No 
If others make a similar submission, I w ill consider presenting a joint case w ith them at a hearing. 

 Yes  No 
 
 

   
Signature of submitter or authorised agent  Date 

A signature is not required if you make your submission by electronic 
means 

 

 

Note to person making submission - If you are making a submission to the Environmental Protection Authority, 
you should use form 16B. If you are a person who could gain an advantage in trade competition through the 
submission, your right to make a submission may be limited by clause 6 (4) of Part 1 of Schedule of the 
Resource Management Act 1991. 
Please note that your submission (or part of your submission) may be struck out if the authority is satisfied that at 
least 1 of the following applies to the submission (or part of the submission): 

• it is frivolous or vexatious: 
• it discloses no reasonable or relevant case: 
• it would be an abuse of the hearing process to allow the submission (or the part) to be taken further:  
• it contains offensive language: 
• it is supported only by material that purports to be independent expert evidence, but has been prepared by 

a person who is not independent or who does not have sufficient specialised knowledge or skill to give 
expert advice on the matter. 

Privacy Note - Clause 6 of Schedule 1 to the Resource Management Act 1991 (the Act) requires that 
submissions on a proposed Plan Change be made in the prescribed form (Form 5 Resource Management 
(Forms, Fees, and Procedure) Regulations 2003). Personal information including the name of the submitter and 
contact details must be supplied. Besides our staff, we share this information with other submitters and the public 
in order to facilitate the Plan Change process. Providing some information is optional, however, if you choose not 
to enter information required by the form, your submission may be considered invalid.  

You have the right to ask for a copy of any personal information we hold about you, and to ask for it to be 
corrected if you think it is wrong. If you’d like to ask for a copy of your information, or to have it corrected, please 
contact us at mailroom@wdc.govt.nz, or 09 430 4200, or Whangarei District Council, Private Bag 9023, 
Whangarei 0148. 

*Objective MDR-02-Housing Variety. Remove.

*Rule MDR-R13-Principal Residential Unit. Keep the minimum lot size at 500m2.
*Policy MDR-P12-Density. Only to minor residential units.

*Rule MDR-R20-Multi Unit Development. This rule should be removed for Medium Density Residential 

*Rule SUB-R5-Subdivision in the Medium Density Residential and Neighbourhood Commercial Zone. 
The minimum lot size should remain at 500m2.
*Plan Change 115-Open Space Zone. I request that the area of Puriri Park in Maunu
comprising 67-87 Puriri Park Road be zoned Open Space on the Planning Maps.

02/07/2019



Derek Lloyd Robinson, Patricia Effie Robinson and Janette Effie Robinson Submission 

SUBMISSION ON THE PROPOSED WHANGAREI DISTRICT PLAN CHANGE 2019 BY 
DEREK LLOYD ROBINSON, PATRICIA EFFIE ROBINSON AND JANETTE EFFIE 

ROBINSON 

TO: Whangarei District Council 

Private Bag 9023 

Whangarei 0148 

FROM: Derek Lloyd Robinson, Patricia Effie Robinson and Janette Effie Robinson 

126 Vinegar Hill Road 

Kauri 0185 

DEREK LLOYD ROBINSON, PATRICIA EFFIE ROBINSON AND JANETTE EFFIE 
ROBINSON at the address for service set out below makes the following submission on the 

Proposed Whangarei District Plan Change 2019. 

PID Legal Description Address 

4917256 Lot 1 DP 172959 126 Vinegar Hill Road 

Derek Lloyd Robinson, Patricia Effie Robinson and Janette Effie Robinson do not consider 

they can gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission. In any event, Derek 

Lloyd Robinson, Patricia Effie Robinson and Janette Effie Robinson are directly affected by an 

effect of the subject matter of the submission that:  

• Adversely affects the environment; and

• Does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.

This submission letter provides an overview of the matters of interest to Derek Lloyd Robinson, 

Patricia Effie Robinson and Janette Effie Robinson, with Attachment A providing the detail of 

the properties to which this submission relates.  

Background 

1. The urban plan changes propose to replace the existing operative zones in the Urban

Area of the Whangarei District with new zones to provide for a range of living and

commercial and industrial activities that are important to community wellbeing and

identity.

Submission #135
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Current Operative 
Zoning 

Current Proposed Zoning Relief Sought – Proposed 
zoning 

Living 3 zone Residential Zone Medium-Density Residential 

zone 

 

2. The site has an operative urban zoning (Living 3) and therefore meets option (a) within 

the identified scope of the legal notice of the proposed urban plan changes.  

3. This submission focuses on the Plan Change 148 – Strategic Direction and Subdivision 

(PC148), to Plan Change 88I – Living Zones (PC88I) as well as the notified 

Consequential Changes and Definitions chapter.   

Scope of Submission 

4. The submission relates to the Proposed District Plan Change as a whole. 

Site Context 

5. The site is located on the eastern side of Vinegar Hill Road, and is predominately grass 

covered with rolling topography. The site is bounded by two rivers on the east and 

southern boundaries, and Vinegar Hill Road on the western boundary. 

6. Map showing the existing residential zoning (Living 3) and proximity to Living 2. 

 

7. A summary of the subject lots and areas are below: 

Proposed extent of 

the site (yellow line) 

Operative 

Living 2 Zone 

Operative 

Living 3 Zone 
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Appellation Area (ha) 
Lot 1 DP 172959 4.055 
Lot 3 DP 172959 0.304 
Lot 1 DP 190758 0.400 
Lot 2 DP 190758 4.265 
Lot 3 DP 190758 0.400 
Lot 4 DP 190758 4.201 
Lot 5 DP 172959 4.019 
Lot 6 DP 172959 4.030 
SUM (ha) 21.674 
SUM (m2) 216,740 

 

8. The eastern boundary of the site, along the river boundary, is within the mapped flood 

susceptible layer identified by Whangarei District Council. The site has mapped 

moderate risk soil instability, although no high-risk instability. 

The specific provisions of the plan change that this submission relates to are: 

PC148 

9. PC148 seeks to provide consolidated growth and development in appropriate locations 

which can support it. This chapter provides an overview of the growth strategy for the 

Whangarei and Marsden/Ruakaka areas and also addresses relevant subdivision 

provisions across all zones.  

PC88I 

10. PC88I seeks to review and update zoning and provisions pertaining to residential land. 

Three new zones are proposed: the Residential Zone (RES), the Medium-Density 

Residential Zone (MDR) and the High-Density Residential Zone (HDR) to replace the 

existing Living 1 – 3 Environments and the Kamo Walkability Environment in the 

Operative Whangarei District Plan (WDP). This submission seeks to extend the 

mapped Medium-Density Residential Zone to include the site. 

11. This submission seeks amendment to the specific provisions listed above, or any 

consequential amendments to achieve the relief sought.  

Derek Lloyd Robinson, Patricia Effie Robinson and Janette Effie Robinson’s 
Submission is: 

12. Derek Lloyd Robinson, Patricia Effie Robinson and Janette Effie Robinson opposes the 

Proposed District Plan Changes, for the reasons set out below. 
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13. Provided that the relief sought below and attached is granted: 

(a) The Proposed District Plan Changes will be in accordance with the purpose and 

principles of the Resource Management Act 1991 (“the Act”) and will be 

appropriate in terms of section 32 of the Act; and 

(b) The potential adverse effects that might arise from activities allowed by the 

Proposed District Plan Change will have been addressed appropriately.  

14. In the absence of the relief sought, the Proposed District Plan Changes: 

(a) Are contrary to the sustainable management of natural and physical resources 

and is otherwise inconsistent with Part 2 of the Act; 

(b) Will in those circumstances impact significantly and adversely on the ability of 

people and communities to provide for their social, economic and cultural 

wellbeing.  

15. In particular, but without limiting the generality of the above: 

16. The current proposed residential zoning does not recognise that the site has capacity 

to connect to municipal services, is adjacent to land currently zoned for Medium-

Density, has appropriate traffic network to support the level of density proposed and is 

currently zoned for residential purposes so there is no loss to versatile soils.  

17. The site has a current operative residential zoning, and this submission supports the 

continuation of residential zoning with the view that Medium Density Residential zoning 

is the most appropriate residential zone to apply.  

The reasons for this submission are: 

PC148 

18. Paragraph 64 of the s32 report for PC148 (p.17) states that “the [Strategic Direction] 

chapter seeks to achieve consolidation of growth and development in and around the 

[urban area], and integrate the provision of infrastructure with zoning decisions, 

consistent with the direction of 30/50” (Whangarei District Growth Strategy – 

Sustainable Futures 30/50). This is a central theme which traverses the entire plan 

change package with a focus on the consolidation of growth and development. This is 

important for the site as the provision for existing wastewater and traffic infrastructure 

allow for development to occur in this location.  
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PC88I 

19. Paragraph 22 of the s32 report for PC88I states that “the proposed primary Living 

Zones seek to provide a more targeted and direct policy direction. The proposed 

primary Living Zones maintain a gradation approach to the density of development 

enabled based on historic zoning and development patterns, but also a future-focussed 

approach to promoting urban intensification in appropriate locations.” The proposed 

Medium Density zoning is supported by this statement as the site represents an 

appropriate location for urban intensification.  

TABLE 5: PROPOSED MEDIUM-DENSITY RESIDENTIAL ZONE ZONING CRITERIA 
Criteria Comment about appropriateness in relation to the site 

Are contiguous with Living 

Zones in Whangarei City 

and Marsden 

Point/Ruakaka 

The site is located in Whangarei City and is currently zoned 

Living 3 in the operative District Plan. Therefore, the site is 

consistent with this criterion.  

Are not identified as 

hazard prone 

The site does not have a high risk of mapped instability. While 

it does have a moderate risk of mapped instability, this can be 

mitigated through appropriate engineering mechanisms at the 

time of building. The site is also outside the mapped flood 

hazard layer. Therefore, the site is consistent with this 

criterion. It is recognised that the adjacent site has similar 

mapped hazard instability and this has not limited the current 

Medium-Density Residential zoning. It is also recognised that 

Natural Hazards will be more fully addressed through a 

subsequent schedule 1 process.  

Do not comprise 

Outstanding Natural 

Landscapes or Features or 

significant indigenous 

vegetation 

The site does not contain any identified Outstanding Natural 

Landscapes or Features or significant indigenous vegetation. 

Therefore, the site is consistent with this criterion.  

Will not materially increase 

the potential for reverse 

sensitivity effects 

The site is bounded on two sides with streams which provide 

a natural boundary with the adjoining land, and on the third site 

by Vinegar Hill Road with Medium Density Residential zoning 

proposed on the adjacent side of the road. These neighbouring 

uses are sympathetic boundaries with the proposed Medium 
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20. Paragraph 22 of the s32 report for PC88I states that “the proposed primary Living 

Zones seek to provide a more targeted and direct policy direction. The proposed 

primary Living Zones maintain a gradation approach to the density of development 

enabled based on historic zoning and development patterns, but also a future-focussed 

approach to promoting urban intensification in appropriate locations.” The proposed 

Medium Density zoning is supported by this statement as the site represents an 

appropriate location for urban intensification. 

21. Derek Lloyd Robinson, Patricia Effie Robinson and Janette Effie Robinson seeks 

amendments to Proposed Whangarei District Plan Changes which are set out in further 

detail in this submission and set out in: 

(a) Attachment A – detail of mapped provisions; 

Relief Sought 

22. The primary relief sought is the re-zoning of the site from Residential Zone to Medium 

Density Residential zone or other consequential zoning and provision amendments to 

achieve this relief.  

Density Residential zoning for the site.  The fourth boundary 

has been zoned Residential zone and will provide a gradient 

of amenity. Therefore, this site is consistent with this criterion. 

Sufficient infrastructure to 

accommodate medium 

density development 

There are wastewater and potable water infrastructure 

provisions located along Vinegar Hill Road to accommodate 

the proposed development density. Therefore, this site is 

consistent with this criterion.  

Do not comprise highly 

versatile soils 

The proposed rezoning of the site to MDR will not comprise 

highly versatile soils to a greater extent than any other 

residential zoning. Increasing the density in this location may 

reduce pressure for residential living in other locations with 

versatile soils. Therefore, the site is consistent with this 

criterion.  

Are in proximity to 

commercial centres and 

public/active transport 

routes 

The site is close to the Tikipunga local town centre and 

associated public transport networks. The site is also no 

further from the nearest commercial centre than the adjacent 

Medium Density Residential area on the west side of Vinegar 

Hill Road. Therefore, this site is consistent with this criterion. 
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23. Such further or other relief, or other consequential or other amendments, as are 

considered appropriate and necessary to address the concerns set out herein. 

Conclusion 

24. The site has a current residential zoning (Living 3), and is used for residential purposes. 

This submission proposes to maintain a residential zoning and that the Medium Density 

Residential is most appropriate. The current proposed zoning is Residential zoning 

which does not anticipate the connection of the site to municipal services. The site is 

in close proximity to existing reticulated services with capacity to connect to the 

municipal network. The adjacent site has similar constraints and has a proposed zoning 

for Medium Density with no distinguishing features between the two neighbouring sites. 

There are also no factors which preclude the rezoning to Medium Density Residential. 

The proposed changes represent the most efficient use of natural and physical 

resources, without causing adverse offsite effects.  

25. Derek Lloyd Robinson, Patricia Effie Robinson and Janette Effie Robinson do not 

consider they can gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission.  

26. Derek Lloyd Robinson, Patricia Effie Robinson and Janette Effie Robinson wish to be 

heard in support of this submission. 

27. If others make a similar submission, Derek Lloyd Robinson, Patricia Effie Robinson and 

Janette Effie Robinson would be willing to consider presenting a joint case with them 

at hearing.  

Dated this 2nd day of July 2019 

Derek Lloyd Robinson, Patricia Effie 
Robinson and Janette Effie Robinson by 

its duly authorised agents Lands and 

Survey Ltd 

 _____________________________ 
         Blair Masefield 

ADDRESS FOR SERVICE:  

Lands and Survey Ltd Attn: Blair Masefield, 164 Bank Street, Whangarei 0112  

(ph) 0226392165, (email) blair@landsandsurvey.co.nz  

mailto:blair@landsandsurvey.co.nz


APPENDIX A 

Proposed Zone Map 
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I could/could not **gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission 
I am/am not** directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of the submission that: 
a adversely affects the environment; and 
b does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition 
 Delete the entire paragraph if you could not gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission
** Select one 
The specific provisions of the Plan Change that my submission relates to are  

 

 

 

Form 5 - Submission on a change proposed to 

the District Plan 

District Plan Changes: Urban and Services 

All correspondence to the District Plan Department 
Submissions must be received by: 03 July 2019 

Full name   
Please print clearly 

Postal address   

 

Telephone no  

Email  

St Just Enterprises Limited 
c/o Peter Hall Planning Limited 
Suite 13, Colab, Level 7, 2 Kitchener Street, Auckland 

0274222118
Peter@phplanning.co.nz

Zoning Maps 14, 41 and 42, and specifically the Medium Density Residential zoning of the properties at  

at One Treet Point Road and Pyle Road East, One Treet Point (legally described as Lot 1 DP 165505
and Lot 2 DP 149024 (as marked red on the attached map).

Submission #137 

Peter Hall
Pencil

Peter Hall
Cross-Out

Peter Hall
Cross-Out

Peter Hall
Cross-Out

Peter Hall
Rectangle

Peter Hall
Rectangle

Peter Hall
Rectangle



 

I support/oppose/seek amendment to the specific provision listed above. (delete what’s not 
applicable) 

My submission is 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

My reasons are (attach additional pages if required) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The properties be rezoned Medium Density Residential as shown in the Plan Change.

The zoning to Medium Density Residential accords with the consented and anticipated use of this
land. 

Peter Hall
Cross-Out



 

State the decision you wish Council to make to ensure the issues you raise can be dealt with 
(i.e. give precise details of what you would like included or deleted from the plan)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I w ish to be heard in support of my submission  Yes  No 
If others make a similar submission, I w ill consider presenting a joint case w ith them at a hearing. 

 Yes  No 
 
 

   
Signature of submitter or authorised agent  Date 

A signature is not required if you make your submission by electronic 
means 

 

 

Note to person making submission - If you are making a submission to the Environmental Protection Authority, 
you should use form 16B. If you are a person who could gain an advantage in trade competition through the 
submission, your right to make a submission may be limited by clause 6 (4) of Part 1 of Schedule of the 
Resource Management Act 1991. 
Please note that your submission (or part of your submission) may be struck out if the authority is satisfied that at 
least 1 of the following applies to the submission (or part of the submission): 

• it is frivolous or vexatious: 
• it discloses no reasonable or relevant case: 
• it would be an abuse of the hearing process to allow the submission (or the part) to be taken further:  
• it contains offensive language: 
• it is supported only by material that purports to be independent expert evidence, but has been prepared by 

a person who is not independent or who does not have sufficient specialised knowledge or skill to give 
expert advice on the matter. 

Privacy Note - Clause 6 of Schedule 1 to the Resource Management Act 1991 (the Act) requires that 
submissions on a proposed Plan Change be made in the prescribed form (Form 5 Resource Management 
(Forms, Fees, and Procedure) Regulations 2003). Personal information including the name of the submitter and 
contact details must be supplied. Besides our staff, we share this information with other submitters and the public 
in order to facilitate the Plan Change process. Providing some information is optional, however, if you choose not 
to enter information required by the form, your submission may be considered invalid.  

You have the right to ask for a copy of any personal information we hold about you, and to ask for it to be 
corrected if you think it is wrong. If you’d like to ask for a copy of your information, or to have it corrected, please 
contact us at mailroom@wdc.govt.nz, or 09 430 4200, or Whangarei District Council, Private Bag 9023, 
Whangarei 0148. 

Confirm the zoning of the properties legally described as Lot 1 DP 165501 and Lot 2 DP 149024
at One Tree Point as Medium Density Residential.

2 July 2019
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Form 5 

Submission on a change proposed to the District Plan 

District Plan Changes: Urban and Services 

District Plan Department, 

Whangarei District Council,  

Private Bag 9023,  

Whangarei 0148 

Sent via email: mailroom@wdc.govt.nz, 2 July 2019 

Submissions must be received by: 4:00pm, Wednesday 3 July 2019 

FULL NAME: Landowners Coalition Incorporated 

Contact person: Frank Newman (secretary) 

POSTAL ADDRESS: PO Box 984, Whangarei 0140 

Telephone: 021 718 478 

Email: frank@newman.co.nz 

We could not gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission. 

We are not directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of the submission that: 

a) adversely affects the environment; and

b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition

YES, we wish to be heard in support of our submission. 

NO, if others make a similar submission, we will not consider presenting a joint case with them at a 

hearing. 

2 July 2019 

Submission #138
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We submit as follows. 

While we are generally favourable about the plan change and particularly the realignment of zones 

to market realities, our concern is that the plan is overly prescriptive in seeking outcomes. As a point 

of principle we believe market demand is the best initiator of change and the best predictor of public 

need. We believe the permitted activity threshold is set too high and is too prescriptive with the 

effect that it is likely to result in adverse community outcomes.  

 

The specific provisions of the Plan Change that our submission relates to are: 

City Centre Zone (CC) 

 CC-R2 Building Height. Remove the requirement for a minimum of three stories. 

 CC-R6 Building Frontages. The requirements are unnecessarily restrictive. 

 CC-R7 Verandahs. The requirements are unnecessarily restrictive. 

 CC R25, CC R34-36. Change from NC to D. 

 

Mixed-use Zone (MU) 

 MU-R6 Building Frontages. The requirements are unnecessarily restrictive. 

 MU R11-R13. Change to a maximum Net Floor Area of 600m2, to read, "The maximum GFA 

for any individual activity is 600m2." 

 MU R29, R33 -R40. Change from NC to D. 

 

Waterfront Zone (WZ) 

 WZ-R6 Building Frontages. The clear glazing requirements are unnecessarily restrictive and 

will inhibit good architectural design. 

 WZ-R8 Fences. Delete visually permeable requirements.  

 WZ-R9 Car Parking. The requirements are unnecessarily restrictive. Delete. 

 WZ R25, R27-37. Change from NC to D. 

 

 

Local community (LC) 

 LC-R6 Building Frontages. Delete. The requirements are unnecessarily restrictive. 

 LC-R7 Verandahs. Delete. The requirements are unnecessarily restrictive. 

 LC-R12 Car Parking. Delete. The requirement is unnecessarily restrictive. 

 

 Neighbourhood Commercial Zone (NC) 

NC-R5 Building Frontages. The requirements are unnecessarily restrictive. 

 NC-R9 Car Parking. The requirement is unnecessarily restrictive. 

 NC-R10 Verandahs. The requirements are unnecessarily restrictive. 

 NC R28-R35. Change from NC to D. 
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Low Density Residential Zone (LDR) 

 LDR-O3 – Clusters. Delete objective, policies and rules. Cluster development detracts from a 

rural amenity and detracts from the very reason why people seek to live in a rural 

environment.  

 LDR-R7 Indigenous Vegetation Clearance. a. Change 10 years to 5 years. c. Change 7.5m to 

20m. 

 LDR-R8 Earthworks. Change 20o0m2 to 5000m2. Change 2m to 3m. 

 LDR-R12, R13. Delete b. Change c from 0.25m2 to 1m2. Delete g. Change h from "two other 

persons" to "four other persons".  

 LDR R29, R40-43. Change from NC to D. 

 

 Medium-density Residential Zone (MDR) 

MDR-R7 Landscaping. The requirement is unnecessarily restrictive. 

 MDR-R8 Fences. Parts 2 and 3 are unnecessarily restrictive. Delete. 

 MDR-R9 Car Parking. The requirement is unnecessarily restrictive. Delete. 

 MDR-R15-R19. Change 8. from 0.25m2 to 1m2. 

 

High-density residential zone (HDR) 

 HDR-R7 Landscaping. Delete. The requirement is unnecessarily restrictive. 

 HDR-R8 Fences. Parts 2 and 3 are unnecessarily restrictive. Delete. 

 HDR-R9 Garages.  Delete. The requirement is unnecessarily restrictive. 

 HDR-R10 Car Parking. The requirement is unnecessarily restrictive. Delete. 

 HDR-R16 to R20. Delete 2. Delete 5. Change 6 from "two other persons" to "four other 

persons". Delete 7. Change 8 from 0.25m2 to 1m2. 

 That the activities within the High-density residential zone be extended to permit 

commercial activities where: 

o The principal operator of the activity is not a permanent resident on the site. 

o The activity does not include, before 8am or after 6pm on any day, the operation of 

machinery, receiving customers or the loading or unloading of vehicles. 

o The activity generates less than 30 traffic movements per day, per site. 

o In addition to the principal operator, the activity has no more than three other 

persons engaged in providing the activity. 

o The total area of signage is less than 1m2 

o There is no illuminated or moving signage. 

 

 Residential Zone (RES) 

RES-R7 Landscaping. Delete. The requirement is unnecessarily restrictive. 

 RES-R9 Car Parking. The requirement is unnecessarily restrictive. Delete. 

 RES-R10 Indigenous Vegetation Clearance. a. Change 10 years to 5 years. c. Change 7.5m to 

20m. 
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 RES-R20, R21. . Delete 2. Delete 5. Change 6 from "two other persons" to "four other 

persons". Delete 7. Change 8 from 0.25m2 to 1m2.  

 

Transport (TRA) 

 TRA-P12 – Charging Stations. Delete. There is no demonstrable need at present or within the 

10 year life of the plan change. 

 TRA-R13. Electric Vehicle Charging Stations. Delete. This would impose an unnecessary cost 

when there is no demonstrable need for the service and no demonstrable need to it to be 

required by compulsion.  

 Appendix 1A. Minimum On-site Car and Bicycle Parking Requirements. Delete required 

bicycle parking spaces. There is no demonstrable need for this requirement and no 

demonstrable need to it to be required by compulsion. Remove car park requirement for a 

Minor Residential Unit.  

 Add requirement that 1 bicycle space be required per local authority employee, and reduced 

number of car park requirements to encourage cycling. 

 Appendix 1D. Minimum End-of Trip Facilities Requirements. Delete requirement to provide 

showers for cyclists. 

 

Mapping - Zone changes 

 That the area to the west of Norfolk St, between Norfolk St, Grey Street, Bank Street and 

Aubrey Street be rezoned to Mixed Use. This merely reflects the established land use which 

is predominantly professional offices. By not permitting commercial activity is Council saying 

their activity is inappropriate? 

 

 

 

 



I could/could not **gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission  
I �am/am not** directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of the submission that: 
a adversely affects the environment; and 
b does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition 
� Delete the entire paragraph if you could not gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission 
** Select one 
The specific provisions of the Plan Change that my submission relates to are  

 

 

 

 

Form 5 - Submission on a change proposed to 
the District Plan 

District Plan Changes: Urban and Services 

All correspondence to the District Plan Department 
Submissions must be received by: 03 July 2019 

Full name   
Please print clearly 

Postal address   

 

 

Telephone no 

Email  

PC	115		OPEN	SPACES

PC	109		TRANSPORTATION

PC148			STRATEGIC	DIRECTION	AND	SUBDIVISION

PC	136		THREE	WATERS

Parua	Bay	Residents	and	Ratepayers	Assoc.	Inc.

13	Sapphire	Place

Parua	Bay

RD	4

Whangarei		0174

09-436-2223

paruabayrra@gmail.com

Submission #139



 

I support/oppose/seek amendment to the specific provision listed above. (delete what’s not 
applicable) 

My submission is 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

My reasons are (attach additional pages if required) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

/	My	Reasons	Are

1.PC	115	OPEN	SPACES		
a.	In	general	we	support	the	introducAon	of	the	new	CON,	OS	and	SAR	zones	to	replace	the	exisAng	OS	zone.	
b.	We	seek	amendment	to		PC115	OS-R5	to	minimise	the	permiKed	building	acAvity	in	an	open	space	zone.
c.	WDC	has	idenAfied	the	need	to	address	the	shorOall	of	Open	Space	areas	in	a	number	of	areas,	including	within	
the	coastal	villages	of	McLeod	Bay/Reotahi	and	Taurikura/Urquharts	as	well	as	Pataua.		For	Parua	Bay/Whangarei	
Heads	it	is	important	for	the	Council	to	plan	for	the	acAve	purchase	of	land	at	a	much	higher	level	than	is	calculated	
under	the	Open	Space	formula	based	on	the	size	of	the	area	and	the	number	of	residents	(Hectares/1000	
Residents).	It	also	needs	to	take	into	account	the	high	level	of	visitors	who	use	the	area	from	all	parts	of	Whangarei	
on	a	frequent	basis	as	well	as	visitors	from	the	rest	of	NZ	and	overseas	who	value	the	natural	landscape	and	
amenity	values.	The	reserves	are	not	just	for	the	needs	of	the	local	communites.
2.PC	109	TRANSPORTATION	
a.	We	support	the	proposals	in	this	chapter.
b.	We	support	TRA-P2	Part	4	and	TRA-P8	which	state:	New	public	roads	or	major	roading	upgrades	are	allowed	
where	locaAon	and	design	does	not	compromise	buses,	pedestrians	etc.,	and	that	vehicle	crossings	be	designed	
and	located	to	protect	amenity	and	ensure	safe	movement	of	vehicles	and	pedestrians.		The	current	plan	for	an	
egress	from	the	Parua	Bay	Primary	School	located	across	from	Lamb	Road	would	create	an	uncontrolled	
intersecAon	with	a	sight	line	less	than	100	m	for	traffic	on	Whangarei	Heads	Road	approaching	from	the	West.	
Access	onto	Whangarei	Heads	Road	should	have	a	minimum	of	120	m	sight	line	in	a	50	km/hr	zone	–	as	per	table	
TRA-8.	
c.	We	support	TRA-P3,	in	parAcular
					i.	Part	1.	States	there	should	be	sufficient	capacity	within	the	transport	network	to	cater	for	any	changes.	
					ii.	Part	2.	Upgrades	and/or	extensions	to	the	transport	network	which	impact	a	new	subdivision	or	development	
should	be	done	at	the	cost	of	the	subdivider	or	developer.	
c.	TRA-R14	Subdivision	–	we	support	this	proposal
d.	Agree	with	the	Private	Access	requirements	in	Table	TRA	9	requiring	interior	roads	within	a	subdivision	to	have	
minimum	widths,	which	will	ensure	an	open	aspect	to	the	area.	
e.	We	agree	with		the		TRA-R7	requirements	for	on-Site	manoeuvring	–	in	parAcular	requirement	1.a	
3.	PC148		STRATEGIC	DIRECTION	AND	SUBDIVISION
a.	SD-01	to	SD-08,	SD-P3,	SD-P7	and	SD-P18
We	support	the	objecAves	and	policies	in	this	plan	change	that	include	idenAfying	and	protecAng	biodiversity,	
outstanding	landscapes	and	features,	natural	character	of	the	coastal	environment,	heritage	features	and	sites	of	
significance	to	Maori	from	inappropriate	subdivision	and	development.
4.	PC	136	THREE	WATERS
a.	In	general	we	support	this	policy.
b.		In	the	Whangarei	Heads	area	storm	water	enters	the	sewage	system,	causing	it	to	exceed	capacity.	UnAl	this	
issue	is	corrected,	there	should	be	no	increase	in	residenAal	development



 

State the decision you wish Council to make to ensure the issues you raise can be dealt with 
(i.e. give precise details of what you would like included or deleted from the plan)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I w ish to be heard in support of my submission � Yes � No 
If others make a similar submission, I w ill consider presenting a joint case w ith them at a hearing. 

� Yes � No 
 
 

   
Signature of submitter or authorised agent  Date 

A signature is not required if you make your submission by electronic 
means 

 

 

Note to person making submission - If you are making a submission to the Environmental Protection Authority, 
you should use form 16B. If you are a person who could gain an advantage in trade competition through the 
submission, your right to make a submission may be limited by clause 6 (4) of Part 1 of Schedule of the 
Resource Management Act 1991. 
Please note that your submission (or part of your submission) may be struck out if the authority is satisfied that at 
least 1 of the following applies to the submission (or part of the submission): 

• it is frivolous or vexatious: 
• it discloses no reasonable or relevant case: 
• it would be an abuse of the hearing process to allow the submission (or the part) to be taken further:  
• it contains offensive language: 
• it is supported only by material that purports to be independent expert evidence, but has been prepared by 

a person who is not independent or who does not have sufficient specialised knowledge or skill to give 
expert advice on the matter. 

Privacy Note - Clause 6 of Schedule 1 to the Resource Management Act 1991 (the Act) requires that 
submissions on a proposed Plan Change be made in the prescribed form (Form 5 Resource Management 
(Forms, Fees, and Procedure) Regulations 2003). Personal information including the name of the submitter and 
contact details must be supplied. Besides our staff, we share this information with other submitters and the public 
in order to facilitate the Plan Change process. Providing some information is optional, however, if you choose not 
to enter information required by the form, your submission may be considered invalid.  

You have the right to ask for a copy of any personal information we hold about you, and to ask for it to be 
corrected if you think it is wrong. If you’d like to ask for a copy of your information, or to have it corrected, please 
contact us at mailroom@wdc.govt.nz, or 09 430 4200, or Whangarei District Council, Private Bag 9023, 
Whangarei 0148. 

1.PC115	OPEN	SPACES
a.	PC115	OS-R5	Building	coverage	–	Amend	this	rule	to	state	that	coverage	of	all	buildings	does	not	exceed	50m2	or	15%	of	the	net	site	
area,	whichever	is	the	lesser
b.		In	the	Parua	Bay/Whangarei	Heads	area	plan	for	acAve	purchase	of	land	to	be	zoned	OS	(Open	Space)	
2.	PC	109	TRANSPORTATION
a.	Approve	this	chapter
b.	Don’t	allow	the	construcAon	of	new	vehicle	crossings	that	do	not	meet	the	rules	–	in	parAcular	the	proposed	egress	from	the	Parua	Bay	
Primary	School	onto	Whangarei	Heads	road.
c.	Development	of	larger	RVRE	zones	like	that	in	Parua	Bay	will	require	upgrades	and/or	extensions	to	the	transport	network	to	deal	with	
the	increase	transportaAon	on	the	roads.
d.		An	Integrated	Transport	Assessment	should	be	done	in	the	Parua	Bay/Whangarei	Heads	areas.	
e.	TRA-P3		-	WDC	needs	to	upgrade	the	Whangarei	Heads	Road	NOW	to	meet	current	transport	demands,	and	to	conAnue	upgrades	as	the	
populaAon	increases	in	the	Parua	Bay/Whangarei	Heads	areas.
f.	TRA-R14	-		Strictly	adhere	to	MaKers	of	Control.	These	may	be	the	only	control	factors	that	are	applicable	to	preserve	our	“sense	of	
place’.
g.	TRA-R7	–	Consider	to	include	a	provision	staAng	parking	areas	in	RVRE	to	be	set	back	from	property	boundaries.
3.	PC148		STRATEGIC	DIRECTION	AND	SUBDIVISION
a.	We	have	been	reading	these	same	objecAves	since	the	Whangarei	Coastal	Management	Strategy	(2002)	document	and	to	date	Council	
has	demonstrated	no	evidence	of	trying	to	aKain	these.	We	expect	Council	to	adhere	to	their	stated	objecAves	to	preserve	our	“sense	of	
place”.We	consider	the	recent	PC85C	(RVRE	rezoning	providing	for	high	density	housing	down	to	500	m2	lot	minimums)	as	being	
completely	alien	to	preserving	these	characterisAcs	and	values.	
4.	PC	136	THREE	WATERS
a	In	the	Whangarei	Heads	area	storm	water	enters	the	sewage	system,	causing	it	to	exceed	capacity.	UnAl	this	issue	is	corrected,	there	
should	be	no	increase	in	residenAal	development
5.	We	note	that	there	are	NO	provisions	in	this	Plan	Change	for	public	consultaAons	as	future	development	proceeds.	This	should	be	
mandatory	to	gain	and	retain	community	trust	in	the	Council	process.

X

2	July	2019

X



From: Deborah Seerup
To: Mail Room
Subject: Planning Submission - HDR -
Date: Tuesday, 2 July 2019 9:05:59 PM
Attachments: Planning Submission Form - Final.pdf

Walkway .pdf
Planning.docx

Good evening,

Please find attached the following:

1. My Objection submission to HDR.
2. WDC Urban Walkway Document
3. 2 x photo's of traffic still built up after 5:30 pm up bank Street towards Kensington
4. Reasons for objection

Thank you

Kind regards

Deborah and Geoff Seerup

Submission #140

mailto:deborahseerup@gmail.com
mailto:mailroom@wdc.govt.nz












We object to the proposed re-zoning of Wallace Street, Regent, Whangarei to 
PC881 Living Zone: High-density Residential Zone 

 

Wallace Street is in a modest residential area. The housing is mainly family 
homes, which are in the local school zones – WHG primary, Girls and Boys high 
schools. Children can walk or cycle to school from this area safely. The new 
urban cycle ways program WDC approved & implemented was to link all the 
schools by providing safe access for over 5200 students who attend the schools 
within 500m of the new facility. (Please refer to attached document from WDC in 
2016) If family homes were removed to make room for small multi unit 
accommodation this would add more congestion to this area as there would be 
more residential vehicles trying to access the main routes to get to work etc. The 
families who would have chosen to lived close to schools but are no longer able 
to due to the reduction in family sized homes, will also increase the amount of 
vehicles in the area at peak school arrival and pick up times. If Wallace Street and 
surrounding areas retained the existing housing stock then more children would 
walk to school as the WDC intended. There would be fewer cars congesting an 
already congested area. Plus it would be safer for pedestrians as there are 
currently no safe zones. 

Further traffic congestion would become more congested than it already is at 
school times. The intersections where Wallace street, Gorrie Ave and Manse 
Street, railway lines and traffic lights along with school students walking across 
intersections with out looking, head phones on etc, is potential a injury or death 
waiting to happen! When I leave in the morning I crawl along at 20 km around 
this area, as it is already hectic. 

Also the intersection of Bank St, Kamo Road, Manse St, Mill Road and Donald 
Street is extremely busy at the best of times. The decision made by WDC to have 
2 supermarkets in this area with school zones has made it congested. The added 
cars from HD housing in this area would make it horrible. We are not living in 
Auckland so why would we have to put up with ongoing congestion issues due to 
poor planning. 

The council’s proposed HDR re-zoning would also allow any ancillary 
activities/home occupations, which would compound these problems.  

Given the known deadly effects of traffic emissions on human health, particularly 
children. The council should be trying to reduce the emissions not increase them 
near the schools. The urban cycle way’s programme states in its wider 
investment that its major focus is encouraging more children to safely cycle to 
school.  The added traffic emissions, and added volume of traffic would not be 
providing a safe environment for children at all and intern makes the cycle way a 
less than desirable option for children to get to and from school.  The funds 
provided by the Government and public for this project would then be a waste as 
the project would no longer be safe for children. 

 



 

 

 

The neighbourly relations in Wallace Street are fantastic. We all help each other 
out, look out for each other, pick up rubbish off the street, show concerns for 
neighbours health if they haven’t been seen for a day or two, feed animals etc. 
We all rallied together when the Regent Countdown were clearly not abiding by 
their Resource consent conditions, which resulted in an Abatement notice being 
served. This type of neighborly community is very rare now days. Our street is 
currently organizing a mid winter Wallace Street Christmas lunch. 

We enjoy native wildlife in our area. The tui’s, fantails and wood pigeon have 
finally returned after a lot of tree’s (Including natives) were removed due to the 
walkway behind Wallace Street and Regent Countdowns expansion project. 
Unfortunately we have not seen the king fishers return. It is wonderful to have 
native birds returning to our street and resting in the remaining trees. I would 
not like to see them distributed again due high-density housing.  

Also high-density housing would not accommodate lovely big trees when only 
25% of the section is to be landscaped. 

Several weekends ago I counted over 24 vacant shops in part of central 
Whangarei. This also doesn’t include the first stories of the buildings.  There are 
also empty shops along Bank Street heading towards Kensington and there is 
still the empty Countdown building in Kensington. I see no need to allow smaller 
scale ancillary activates to Wallace Street when there is all this vacant space 
elsewhere. I think a better idea would be to re-zone the CBD to allow for 
apartments to be built for people who want to live in high density housing in 
town. This would bring more life into the CBD, which is what our CBD lacks. Also, 
how about get the train link from Auckland to Whangarei re-open again so 
people could live here during the week and return back to Auckland in the 
weekend or vice versa. 

Most of all, rezoning Wallace Street and other local residential Streets to HDR 
Zone would damage the character. See below photo’s of the high-density 
buildings in Norfolk Street. This type of housing would completely destroy the 
charter.  

 

 



 

I recommend WDC started to appreciate some of the character streets in 
Whangarei and designate Wallace Street and others including Graham Street as a 
heritage / green zone area. Make these Streets “special Zones”. New Zealanders 
like to keep hold of and preserve old buildings & trees, then lets preserve Streets 
and suburbs.  Lets keep a real slice of “NEW Zealand “ in Whangarei. Visitors 
from oversea come to New Zealand because of the clean air and space, not for 
compact building and dirty air. Make sure Northland doesn’t loose it’s ranking as 
#3 in Lonely Planets Asia pacific Region.  



We love living on Wallace Street and it would break our hearts and others if 
Wallace Street didn’t remain as it is. 

We recommend WDC does not change the zoning to HDR but to a special zone 
where the charter of the Street is to remain. 

 

Thank you 

 

Deborah and Geoff Seerup 
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